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Knowledge network on climate
assemblies (KNOCA)

KNOCA is a European-based network funded by the European Climate
Foundation that documents climate assembly practice, identifies and
disseminates best practice for impact

More than 600 members from 39 countries (including policy officials,
practitioners, academics, activists and other interested actors)

You can find our guidance and join us at https://knoca.eu/

https://knoca.eu/


The challenge

Plenty of evidence that everyday people willing and able to learn, 
deliberate and come to robust recommendations on climate 
policy

But often poorly integrated into decision making by 
commissioning (or receiving) public authority and relevant 
stakeholders

Why?



Why failure to “land”?

Timing and fit with policy cycle
- Getting question right

Political will
- Intention and willingness to integrate

Preparation of public administration (and relevant stakeholders)
- Resources and time not just on assembly, but on process by which 

recommendations are considered and monitored
- Recommendations often cross departmental silos
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??? Assembly ???



Tensions between different logics

Logic of public governance

Logic of electoral politics

Logic of deliberative democracy



Question to consider

What needs to be in place to better embed recommendations 
from assemblies into decision making?

• What structures/processes need to be in place within administration to 
better integrate recommendations?

• What structures/processes need to be in place to monitor/oversee 
administrative action?

• Think about different actors, e.g., assembly members, politicians, civil 
servants, stakeholders (of different sorts)… 



The Irish model

Citizen’s assembly

Special 
parliamentary or 

local authority 
committee 

Political executive



The Scottish model

Governance structures

• Bring in political actors and 
stakeholders early (may include 
seconded public officials as 
secretariat)

Climate assembly

• Engage politicians and senior civil 
servants

• Raise awareness across 
administration

• Prepare sponsoring team

Administration considers 
recommendations

• Dedicated sponsoring team leads 
response

• Assembly members meet 
politicians and senior officials

Publish government 
response to 
recommendations

Reconvene climate 
assembly

Assembly response to 
government

Continue integration into 
policy



Brussels model – institutionalisation

Assembly + 
governance 

bodies

Administration 
receives report

Select members 
to set question for 

next assembly

Select members 
to monitor 

government 
response

Regular reporting 
and monitoring



Key takeaways

Embedding
Processes and structures in place within public administration (and 
relevant stakeholders) to integrate recommendations of climate 
assemblies into decision making

Institutionalisation
Climate assemblies become permanent feature of governance 
architecture – responsive to changing contexts



Key take aways

Carefully consider how to integrate key actors into assembly 
process – before, during and after

Politicians
Public officials
Stakeholders
Members of assembly
Media, etc.

Spend as much time and energy on preparing administration (and 
other stakeholders) to receive recommendations as on preparing 
the assembly ☺



Keep an eye out for future KNOCA guidance and events on 
embedding and institutionalisation
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